Eco-theological or spiritually related books

• And The Leaves of the Tree Are For the Healing of the Nations. Carol Johnston
• Inhabiting Eden, Christians, The Bible and the Ecological Crises: Patricia Tull
• On Care for our Common Home: Pope Francis Encyclical Letter
• Grounded: Finding God in the World: A Spiritual Revolution: Dianna Butler Bass
• Cry of the Earth, Cry of the Poor: Leonardo Boff (read parts of)
• Green Faith: Mobilizing God’s People to Save the Earth: Fletcher Harper
• Creation Crisis Preaching: Leah d. Schade
• Ecologies of Grace: Willis Jenkins
• Radical Amazement: Judy Cannato
• The Christian Future and the Fate of the Earth: Thomas Berry (ed. By Tucker and Grim)
• Rooted in the Earth: Dianne D. Glave, Reclaiming the African American Environmental Heritage
• Making Peace with the Land: Fred Bahnson and Norman Wirzba
• Active Hope: How to Face the Mess We’re in without Going Crazy: Joanna Macy and Chris Johnstone

Some videos used in groups or just watched myself

• Thomas Berry The Great Story (DVD) Full video

• Thomas Berry and the Earth Community. Printed and spoken excerpts from Berry’s writing. (7 minutes) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e0XBltUQ8qU includes Brian Swimm

• Thomas Berry-The Great Story, (2 minutes) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-cCCKo5rxE0

• Earth as Sacred, Thomas Berry on Nature and Humans https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e3jd1lvMKoA Under 4 minutes. All talking but good content

• Brian Swimm. The end of one era and the beginning of the human driven one. (9 ½ minutes) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jw0RS2Tfk74 Swimm applies Berry’s theological concepts to a more scientific look at impacts.

• Thomas Berry: The Great Story (communion of subjects and earth as sacred.) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-cCCKo5rxE0&index=51&list=PLF649EA8839F99D6F
Christianity and Ecology ME Tucker https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6U6rjCc1Ga0&index=41&list=PLF649EA8839F99D6F 15 minutes

Mike Schut (Understanding dominion) Relationship between eco-justice work and biblical texts 2 min and 40 sec https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9MwKIseDnNI&index=31&list=PLF649EA8839F99D6F

Genesis, Re-Thinking Dominion https://vimeo.com/35978676 5 minutes lots of talking but good content

Mary Evelyn Tucker on Pope Francis’ Encyclical on the Environment: https://media.usfca.edu/Watch/c7G8Qtx4 Long video but Tucker presentation is about 45 minutes

The Wisdom to Survive: Full length. I own. I want to reconvene our CH group for a single session and invite others to watch this. Not specifically theological but spiritual and includes Mary Evelyn Tucker and Diana Bass.